Site Survey

Cover Your Assets
Wild Well Advanced Engineering site surveys use 3D laser scan technology to generate up-to-date diagrams and design data for mature operational assets.

An asset with long operational life may have been heavily modified from the original design. As ownership changes, tracking these modifications becomes a difficult and time-consuming task.

Our site surveys overcome this problem by creating the most current as-built information regarding the asset in its latest configuration.

Wild Well can gather high-quality, accurate data for clients at a fraction of the time required for similar scale, traditional surveys.

Service for a Variety of Operations
- Structural
- Surface pipework
- Offshore/onshore
- Rig-up/configuration checks

High-Quality Data
- 3D model generation
- Exact measurements
- Interactive walkthroughs
- Aerial drone deployment

3D Laser Scanning
- Data gathering
- Clash detection
- As-built modeling